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Keyphrases: a Definition
▷

Keyphrases: Short noun phrases to summarize
and highlight important information in a piece
of text
•

Examples: see the figure
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Keyphrases: a Deﬁni/on
▷

Keyphrases: Short noun phrases to summarize
and highlight important information in a piece
of text
•

▷

Keyphrases are different to words
•
•

▷

Examples: see the figure

Same as keyphrases, string of characters
written by authors
Different to keyphrases, individual words might
not have a complete and unique meaning

Keyphrases are different to concepts
•
•

Same as keyphrases, concepts have a complete
and unique meaning, good knowledge unit
Different to keyphrases, concepts are more
knowledge focus, less language focus, thus
need manual construct
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Why Keyphrases?
▷

Keyphrases are a natural and neat way to express important information è semantic and
knowledge unit
•

▷

Keyphrases are a natural & efficient language units connecting human and data/information
•

▷

Better than words
Better than concepts, which need abstraction

Modern representations of keyphrases enable wider applications of keyphrases
•
•

Embedding-based representations enable direct computation on keyphrases
Enable keyphrases act as knowledge unit, not just text level

Takeaway message
•

Keyphrases can combine the benefits of words and
concepts in various real world applications
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Applica'ons of Keyphrases
▷

Information retrieval (indexing term)

Jacquemin C. and Bourigault D. (2003). Term extraction and automatic indexing. In Mitkov R. (ed),
The Oxford Handbook of Computational Linguistics, Oxford University Press, pp. 599–615.
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Applications of Keyphrases
▷
▷

Information retrieval (indexing term)
Summarization (locate key sentences)

D’Avanzo, Ernesto, Bernardo Magnini, and Alessandro Vallin. "Keyphrase extraction for summarization
purposes: The LAKE system at DUC-2004." Proceedings of the 2004 document understanding conference. 2004.
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Applications of Keyphrases
▷

Informa(on retrieval (indexing term)
Summariza(on (locate key sentences)

▷

Online Adver(sing

▷

Yih, Wen-tau, Joshua Goodman, and Vitor R. Carvalho. "Finding advertising keywords on
web pages." Proceedings of the 15th international conference on World Wide Web. 2006.
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Applications of Keyphrases
▷
▷
▷
▷

Information retrieval (indexing term)
Summarization (locate key sentences)
Online Advertising
Many other applications

13
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How to Obtain Keyphrases?
▷ Certainly not manual methods ==> avoid same limitation of concepts
▷ Ideal approaches should be automatic

15

Digital Texts do Help!

16

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/ebrun/papers/Keyphrase_for_education.pdf

Method 1: Keyphrase Extrac3on
▷ Select important words/phrases from the source text
• Step 1: Generate candidates
• Step 2: Rank candidates and return top K as results

Papagiannopoulou, Eirini, and Grigorios Tsoumakas. "A review of keyphrase extraction." Wiley
Interdisciplinary Reviews: Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery 10.2 (2020): e1339.
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Automatic Keyphrase
Extraction in Textbooks
▷ Framework for manual concept annotation

Wang, Mengdi, Hung Chau, Khushboo Thaker, Peter Brusilovsky, and Daqing He. "Knowledge
Annotation for Intelligent Textbooks." Technology, Knowledge and Learning (2021): 1-22.
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Dataset
▷ Section-level concept index for the first 16 chapters of the book Introduction
to Information Retrieval (IIR)

The sta?s?cs of the dataset

The inter-annotator proportion agreement results (week by week)
19

FACE: Feature-based Keyphrase Extraction
▷

▷
▷

Recast as a binary classification problem for a
list of extracted candidates
Candidates extracted based on POS patterns
Trained a Logistic Regression model with the
feature list:
•
•
•
•

Linguistic: POS (features 1-5), context (features 6-17),
length of candidate
Statistical: frequency, collection frequency, tf-idf,
language model
External resources: Wikipedia titles, ACM Computer
Science keyphrase repository
Section titles

Non-binary numerical features are binned and
discretized and represented as one-hot encodings

Takeaway messages:
Book’s rich structure provides useful features to identify keyphrases
20
https://github.com/PAWSLabUniversityOfPittsburgh/Concept-Extraction 20
FACE framework can be applied for other domains

Chau, Hung, Igor •Labutov, Khushboo Thaker, Daqing He, and Peter Brusilovsky. "Automatic
concept extraction for domain and student modeling in adaptive textbooks." International
Journal of Artificial• Intelligence in Education 31, no. 4 (2021): 820-846.

Limitation of Keyphrase Extraction
Input

Output

21
Gallina, Y., Boudin, F., & Daille, B. (2019). KPTimes: A large-scale dataset for keyphrase generation on news documents. arXiv preprint arXiv:1911.12559.

Present Keyphrases (Extractable)
Input

Output
Keyphrases (or part of) appearing in the document are colored
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Gallina, Y., Boudin, F., & Daille, B. (2019). KPTimes: A large-scale dataset for keyphrase generation on news documents. arXiv preprint arXiv:1911.12559.

Absent Keyphrases (Not Extractable)
Input

Output
Keyphrases (or part of) appearing in the document are colored
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Gallina, Y., Boudin, F., & Daille, B. (2019). KPTimes: A large-scale dataset for keyphrase generation on news documents. arXiv preprint arXiv:1911.12559.

Not All Keyphrases Are Extractable
• A non-negligible proportion of keyphrases are not present
•

Annotators assign keyphrases by their relevance/importance, not presence

24
(Yuan et al. 2018). One Size Does Not Fit All: Generating and Evaluating Variable Number of Keyphrases. ACL.

Method 2: Neural Keyphrase Generation
▷ Predic'ng keyphrases as language genera'on
• Each keyphrase is actually a short sequence of tokens
• We can train neural networks to learn to generate phrases in a data-driven way
Input: a SEQuence of source text
Output: multiple SEQuences of tokens, each sequence is a keyphrase
Seq2Seq Learning!

Multiple target sequences
One source sequence
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Keyphrase Generation Models
▷ Seq2Seq + Copy A,en.on
Generate target keyphrase both abstrac.vely and extrac.vely

P(w)= pabs*Pabs(wvocab) + (1 - pabs)*Pext(wsrc)
Abstractive Decoding
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(Meng et al. 2017). Deep Keyphrase Generation. ACL.

Extractive Decoding

Keyphrase Generation (KPG)
▷ Three types of training paradigms
One2One: Output one single phrase at a time
One2Seq: Output a sequence of multiple phrases at a time
One2Set: Output a set of multiple phrases at a time

Rui Meng, Debanjan Mahata, Florian Boudin “From Fundamentals
to Recent Advances: A Tutorial on Keyphrasification”, a half-day
tutorial at the 44th European Conference on Information Retrieval
(ECIR 2022) https://keyphrasification.github.io/

(Meng et al. 2017). Deep Keyphrase Generation. ACL.
(Yuan et al. 2018). One Size Does Not Fit All: Generating and Evaluating Variable Number of Keyphrases. ACL.
(Ye and Wang, 2018). Semi-Supervised Learning for Neural Keyphrase Generation. EMNLP.
(Meng et al. 2021). An Empirical Study on Neural Keyphrase Generation. NAACL.
(Ye et al. 2021) "One2Set: Generating Diverse Keyphrases as a Set. ACL.
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KPG-One2One Vs. KPG-One2Seq
●

Both are based on Sequence-to-Sequence Learning

[Source Sequence]=title+abstract
Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.
Topic tracking is complicated when the stories in the
stream occur in multiple languages. Typically, researchers
have trained only English topic models because the training
stories have been provided in English. In tracking, nonEnglish test stories are then machine translated into English
to compare them with the topic models. …

[Target Sequence]=a list of keyphrases
[classification, crosslingual, Arabic, TDT, topic tracking,
multilingual]
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KPG-One2One
▷ Data prepara(on - each data example is split to mul(ple text-keyphrase pairs
Source text is duplicated K (mes
Each pair contains only one keyphrase
Great waste in training, e.g. in KP20k 510K->2.78M
Src-Tgt Pair for Training (k pairs)
Original Data Point (k target phrases)

[Source]

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> classification </s>

Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.
Topic tracking is complicated when the stories in the stream
occur in multiple languages. Typically, researchers have trained
only English topic models because the training stories have
been provided in English. In tracking, non-English test stories
are then machine translated into English to compare them with
the topic models. …

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> crosslingual </s>

[Target]

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> topic tracking </s>

[classification, crosslingual, Arabic, TDT, topic tracking,
multilingual]

(Meng et al. 2017). Deep Keyphrase Generation. ACL.

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> arabic </s>
[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> TDT </s>

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> multilingual </s>
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KPG-One2Seq
▷

Can the model generate multiple phrases directly?
•
•

▷

Output
Let model to handle the interaction between phrases and avoid redundancy in output

KPGen-One2Seq
•
•
•

Given ONE source text, the goal is to generate one SEQuence of concatenated keyphrases
Concatenate multiple target phrases as a sequence
The order of concatenation can be effective in performance

[Source Sequence]
Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.
Topic tracking is complicated when the stories in the stream
occur in multiple languages. Typically, researchers have trained
only English topic models because the training stories have
been provided in English. In tracking, non-English test stories
are then machine translated into English to compare them with
the topic models. …

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.…
[Target] <s> classification <sep> crosslingual <sep> Arabic <sep> TDT
<sep> topic tracking <sep> multilingual </s>

[Target Sequence]
[classification, crosslingual, Arabic, TDT, topic tracking,
multilingual]

(Yuan et al. 2018). One Size Does Not Fit All: Generating and Evaluating Variable Number of Keyphrases. ACL.
(Ye and Wang, 2018). Semi-Supervised Learning for Neural Keyphrase Generation. EMNLP.
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KPG-One2Seq
●
●

One2Seq: But the order of concatenation may matter …
Several order options

Random

[Source Sequence]=title+abstract
Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic Tracking.
Topic tracking is complicated when the stories in the
stream occur in multiple languages. Typically, researchers
have trained only English topic models because the
training stories have been provided in English. In tracking,
non-English test stories are then machine translated into
English to compare them with the topic models. …

<sep> Arabic <sep> classification <sep> topic tracking

Length

[Present Phrases] topic tracking, multilingual
[Absent Phrases] classification, crosslingual, Arabic, TDT

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic
[Target] <bos> classification <sep> crosslingual <sep> Arabic
<sep> TDT <sep> multilingual <sep> topic tracking

No-Sort

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic
[Target] <bos> classification <sep> crosslingual <sep> Arabic
<sep> TDT <sep> topic tracking <sep> multilingual

Alpha

[Target Sequence]=keyphrases
[classification, crosslingual, Arabic, TDT, topic tracking,
multilingual]

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic
[Target] <bos> TDT <sep> multilingual <sep> crosslingual

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic
[Target] <bos> Arabic <sep>classification <sep> crosslingual
<sep> multilingual <sep> TDT <sep> topic tracking

Absent-PRE

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic
[Target] <bos> Arabic <sep> TDT <sep>classification <sep>
crosslingual <sep> multilingual <sep> topic tracking

Absent-AP

[Source] Language-specific Models in Multilingual Topic
[Target] <bos> multilingual <sep> topic tracking <sep> TDT
<sep> Arabic <sep> classification <sep> crosslingual
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Datasets
▷

Datasets
KP20k (514k CS papers)
Inspec: 2,000 paper abstracts.
Krapivin: 2,304 papers with full-text and
author-assigned keyphrases.
NUS: 211 papers with author-assigned
and reader-assigned Keyphrases
SemEval-2010: 288 articles from the
ACM Digital Library

•
•
•
•
•

▷

Relations
Same domain, similar distribution
•

KP20k, Krapivin

Same domain, different
distribution/annotation
•

Inspec, NUS, SemEval

Different domain
•

DUC (news article)
32

Learning Curve (F@10) of In-Domain Datasets
Impressions
▷

▷

One2one converges faster
than one2seq, and
performs better

Valid curve is in line with
test curve, and always
better.
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A Closer Look at All Datasets - Present
Impressions
▷

▷

One2One performs better on
in-domain datasets (KP20K and
Krapivin) and NUS.
One2Seq’s transferability looks
better: on Inspec and DUC
(news) it outperforms One2One
significantly

34

A Closer Look at All Datasets - Absent
Impressions
▷

One2One performs much
better than One2Seq due to its
superior ability in generating
unique phrases.

Takeaway messages:
•
•

Keyphrase generation is a more powerful task modeling
But its effective generation methods are still opening questions
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Recommending Remedial Readings Using Student Knowledge State
Khushboo Thaker, Lei Zhang, Daqing He, Peter Brusilovsky
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Intelligent
Textbooks
Background

Evaluation

Assessment

Self-Reflection

Sections in chapter

Chapter / Module
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Intelligent
Textbooks
objective

Remedial
Content
Failure

Evaluation

Assessment

Self-Reflection

Sections in chapter

Chapter/Module
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Remedial
Content

Remedial Recommendation
Challenge

Mapping

sections

Questions
Computer Assisted Instructions
(CAI)
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Simple Text-based Similarity and its challenge

Remedial
Content

Text based
similarity
Challenges:
Advance Content - Student lack pre-requisites
Redundant Content - Student already mastered
Not Personalized to students need
B. Pursel, C. Liang, S. Wang, Z. Wu, K. Williams,B. Br ä utigam, S. Saul, H. Williams, K. Bowen, and C. L. Giles. Bbookx: Design of an automated web-based recommender system for
the creation of open learning content. WWW 2016
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Motivation

Student knowledge level

Remedial
Content

Domain
Concepts
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Motivation

Student knowledge level

Remedial
Content

Extracted
Keyphrases
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Research Questions:
1.

Does the concept-based representation of educational content
help perform remedial recommendation, either by acting alone
or in combination with the content-based recommendation?

2.

Does the augmentation of student knowledge on concept-based
representation help in provide personalized remedial
recommendations?

3

Can we use automated key phrase extraction techniques to
generate concept-based representation ?
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ReadingCircle:
Information
Retrieval
Textbook
Each Section is
annotated with
identified keyphrases
as domain concepts

ReadingCircle: J. Guerra, D. Parra, and P. Brusilovsky. Encouraging online student reading with social visualization. In CEUR Workhop, AIED 2013
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ReadingCircle:
Information
Retrieval
Textbook
Each Section is
annotated with
identified keyphrases
as domain concepts

ReadingCircle: J. Guerra, D. Parra, and P. Brusilovsky. Encouraging online student reading with social visualization. In CEUR Workhop, AIED 2013
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Remedial Recommenda,on
Remedial
Content
Failure

Evaluation

Assessment

Self-Reflection

Sections in chapter

Chapter/Module
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Concept-based Remedial Recommendation
Concept
Representation

Question

c1

1

c2

0

c3

1

c4

0

c5

0

Section 1

Cosine
Similarity

Section 2

Ranking

Book Sections

c1

0

0

1

c2

0

1

1

c3

1

0

1

c4

1

1

0

c5

1

1

0

1.

2.

3.

Concept Representation
1 https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/Project?id=637

Section 3

- For gold standard – we used
experts to match mapped each
question to relevant section.
- Dataset available on datashop1
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Knowledge based Remedial Recommendation
Student knowledge
PFA with Concepts as
Knowledge Components

Student
modeling
output

Evaluation

User
Behaviour

Self-Reﬂection

Chapter / Module

PFA – Performance Factor Analysis
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Knowledge based Remedial Recommendation
Student knowledge
Student
modeling

Remedial
Content

PFA with Concepts as
Knowledge Components
Failure

Evaluation

Assessment

Self-Reflection

Chapter / Module

PFA – Performance Factor Analysis
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Knowledge-based Remedial Recommendation
Student dynamic knowledge state

Question

Book Sections

c1

1

0.5

0.5

c2

0

0.9

0

c3

1

c4

0

0.2

0

c5

1

0.9

0.9

º

0.7 =

c1

0

1

0

c2

0

0

0

c3

1

1

0

c4

1

0

1

c5

1

1

1

1.

2.

0.7
Section 1

Cosine
Similarity

Section 2

Ranking

Section 3

3.

1 https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/Project?id=637
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Results: Keyphrases as Concepts
Text-based

Concept-based

Knowledge-based

MAP@5

MAP@5

0.74

-

-

Expert Concepts

-

0.8618

0.8390

TextRank

-

0.8314

0.8397

CopyRNN

-

0.8466

0.8405

0.8990*

0.8885*

Text Similarity

TopicRank

All are better then text-based

Bold indicates significantly better than baseline with expert generated concepts
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Knowledge-based Remedial Recommenda2on
It should recommend diﬀerent thing to diﬀerent people ?
• For 86% of quizzes students are recommended
different sections
• There are cases where a failure on a quiz is
mapped to more than 15 unique sections
• This shows that student knowledge does provide
personalized recommendations

Takeaway messages:
Students’ learning can be helped with knowledge units identified from text
•
Keyphrases can act as useful knowledge units in supporting students’
Distribution of unique lists of recommendations per quiz
learning
•
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Weakly Supervised Medical En6ty Extrac6on and Linking for Chief Complaints
Zhimeng Luo, Zhendong Wang, Rui Meng, Diyang Xue, Adam Frisch and Daqing He
53

Chief Complaints
The beginning of physician’s diagnosis process in emergency department (ED) is
guided by the patient’s chief complaint (CC).
Chief Complaint is a record to summarize:
●
●
●

reason for encounter
current symptoms
medical history

Chief Complaint:
migraine with neck/back pain, fever

Triage

●
●

●
●

Patient

Nurse

●

Summarize CC
Assign priority
level

Order tests
Diagnosis
Treatment

Doctor
54

Chief Complaints
Chief complaint record/instance:

ha light headed fatigue r arm pain

Chief complaint entity mentions:

ha light headed fatigue r arm pain

(Span: location of each mention)

Chief complaint entity concepts:

headache ; dizziness ; fatigue ; arm pain

(from HaPPy’s ontology)

Characteristics of chief complaint:
•
•
•

Short free-text descriptions, with large variation (abbreviaions, synonyms, ...)
A record may contain one or multiple CC entity mentions
Span of each concept is important
Doctors want to know span along with the concepts
To summarize entity variants to improve the existing ontology
55

HaPPy ontology
•
•

The first publicly available large-scale CC ontology
Containing 692 unique concepts, 2,118 synonyms,
and 30,613 descriptions.

•

We found that
• Direct match result in low matching recall
following HaPPy’s instruction across health care
system (on UPMC corpus).
• automatic CC extraction and linking is necessary
• use it as ground truth concept labels in our
project

Horng, S., Greenbaum, N. R., Nathanson, L. A., McClay, J. C., Goss, F. R., & Nielson, J. A. (2019). Consensus Development of a Modern Ontology of Emergency Department
Presenting Problems-The Hierarchical Presenting Problem Ontology (HaPPy). Applied clinical informatics, 10(3), 409–420. https://doi.org/10.1055/s-0039-1691842
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Limita&ons of Related Work
Limitations:
● Cannot identify multiple CC concepts within a record
● Cannot identify the span of each CC entity mentions
● Lack of large-scale annotations containing span information
We propose to view the task as:
•

entity extraction
•

•

entity linking
•

•

identifying the actual mention span of each entity in a free text

linking each entity mention to a concept in a CC ontology

Weak supervision
•

Identifying noisy patterns in text without manual annotations?
57

Proposed method: WeSEEL

58

Weak label generation
To assign concept labels with corresponding span informa5on for model training, a
Split-and-Match algorithm is proposed as follows:

•
•

•

Exact string matching (HaPPy ontology)
Approximate string matching (QuickUMLS)
resolve misspelling and lexical varia5ons
Embedding-based matching (fastText)
○
enables seman5c matching

59

Two-step model

•

Entity Mention Extraction (extraction model)

•

Linking Entities to Ontology (linking model)

60

Entity Mention Extraction
Formulate as a sequence labeling problem that follows the BIO tagging:
● e.g., "10 wks/n/v/d" -> "10 wks / n / v / d"
B I OBOBOB
●
●

BERT token classification model (CCME)
Soft label
○ adjust the label smoothing to accommodate the weak span labels
○ For each word in a chunk, set the probability of a weak target label as the
similarity between a chunk and its corresponding ontology concept

61

Linking En((es to Ontology
• Link each entity mention extracted from CC
records to a given ontology through a
classification model.
• Use BiLSTM as basic layer.
• Propose two additional input embeddings along
with the major mention word embedding:
• Surrounding context embedding
• to consider context information
• Character embedding of mention tokens
• to consider lexicon variations
Architecture of the model for entity
linking in chief complaints
(CCEL)
62

Data set
• 1,232,899 free-text CC records were collected from UPMC Health Service system
• covering the period of 2015 to 2017 from 15 hospitals.
• All EDs use the same electronic health record system, but do not mandate a specific data
entry format.
• A test set of 1,013 random instances was annotated by an ED clinician.
• HaPPy ontology was selected as the target ontology to link entities
• shrunk the original ontology (692 to 501 concepts) by removing child nodes that have no
significant clinical difference with their parent node
• e.g., “ruq abdominal pain” (“ruq” means right upper quadrant) were folded to parent node “abd
pain”

• All data have been checked by IRB

63

Data set
No. cc

instances

0

61

1

388

2

371

3

143

4

39

5

10

6

1
No. concepts in each record in
test set.
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Evaluation metrics
• We adopt the evaluation protocol of SemEval 2013 task 9.1
• Mention extraction
“Partial” mode (partial boundary match, regardless of the type)
“Exact” mode (exact boundary match, regardless of the type)
• Entity linking
“Entity type” mode (partial boundary match and correct entity type)

65

Test results of entity extraction

●

Most neural models outperform the matching-based methods, indicating that machine
learning models can learn task-relevant inductive bias from weak labels
66

Test results of en,ty linking

●

CCME-BERT models are good at identifying entity mentions, while matching methods are
good at classifying concepts given identified mentions
67

Effect of Weak Supervision
We simulate a fully supervised setting: 80% training, 20% testing from annotated test set (report
average scores from 5-fold CV)
●
●

●
●

Supervised: training models with annotated data only;
Fine-tuning: pre-train using weak labels and fine-tune it with the annotated data.

Trained with little annotated data, CCME-BERT achieve decent results on mention extraction
Pre-training the model with weak labels can be beneficial
68

EHR: admission note
• EHR Notes contains narrative information about a patient’s current and past medical
history.
• Many types of notes in the EHR including: admission notes, assessments, SOAP notes, exams,
reports, and etc.

• Admission notes document the reasons why a patient is being admitted to a hospital
or other facility, the patient's baseline status, and the initial instructions for that
patient's care. Its important components are
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Complaints (CC): "abdominal pain"
History of Present Illness (HPI): "Pt is a 30 yo female (with a PMH of x and y) presenting with a 3
hour history of abdominal pain..."
Review of Systems (ROS): “immunologic : negative. \n musculoskeletal : right lower extremity
pain and swelling.. ”
Medical Decision Making (assessment): similar to the first line of the HPI, but with a greater
emphasis on clinical reasoning.
Diagnosis and Plan

69

Examples note 1
● CC section
○

“easy bruising (ecchymosis), rle pain (leg pain) and swelling (leg swelling)”

CCs

● ROS section
○
○

“musculoskeletal : right lower extremity pain (leg pain) and swelling (leg swelling)”
“integumentary : petechiae”

● HPI section
○

“patient is a 39 y/o female with pmh +lupus anticoagulant c/b recurrent pes now on
warfarin, kidney stones, asthma (asthma exacerbation), seizure disorder, bipolar disorder,
hypothyroidism who presents for evaluation of right lower extremity pain (leg pain) and
easy bruising (ecchymosis). patient reports recent fall on saturday 5/6/17, tells me that her
shoes "caught up" and then she tripped and fell to the ground hitting her back and her right
lower leg. denies trauma to the head or loss of consciousness…”

● Medical Decision Making section
○

“patient presents for evaluation of increasing ecchymosis, right leg pain and swelling. i
suspect this is primarily related to significant hematoma in the right leg though there is
concern for dvt (prior to knowledge of her inr). right lobe chevy dopplers obtained shows no
evidence of dvt. her inr was found to be significantly supratherapeutic…because of pain
control, need to trend hemoglobin given the possibility of significant bleeding into the right
leg..”

● Diagnosis
○

Symptoms

“supratherapeutic inr, right lower extremity hematoma, right leg swelling”

Diagnosis
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Building knowledge graph
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Showcase the usage of the graph

Neighbor Extraction

Diagnosis Prediction

Takeaway messages:
•
•

Chief complaints are noisy yet important keyphrases in clinical text
Our method paves a foundation for further exploration of clinical text
using CC as knowledge units

https://blogs.oracle.com/ai-and-datascience/post/graph-machine-learning-for-enhanced-healthcare-services
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Background
• Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias (ADRD)
are a major public health concern
• In the U.S., about 5.6 million Americans age 65 and
over were living with ADRD in 2019[1]
• Caregiving for people with ADRD is stressful[2][3][4]
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Background
• Social media platforms have
introduced novel mechanisms
supporting online health
information seeking and sharing
• Research on ADRD caregivers’
information exchange via social
media platforms remains limited
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Previous works
• Expert Analysis: relies on human experts to manually analyze social
media content
• Accurate but time consuming, costly, and problematic for large
amounts of rapidly growing social media data.
• Social media is also new for human experts
• Automatic Exploration: uses machine learning or text mining
algorithms
• Able to overcome these limitations of expert analysis
• Requires large annotated data from human experts
• Lacks iterative interaction or knowledge exchange between human
experts and automatic algorithms
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Previous works
• Interactive Machine Learning
(IML):
• IML utilizes learning loop with
interaction from human experts
to iteratively increase
performance of machine
learning model with less human
efforts
• IML has been applied
successfully in wide range of
domains[5][6][7] but not yet in
health information exchange.

Visualization
+Suggestions

Learning Loop

Machine Learning model

Human expert

Interaction
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Proposed method: EMC Process
• Expert-Machine Co-development
(EMC) Process:

The Health Information Wants framework
(category + keyphrases)

• Create a Health Information Want(HIW)
framework to analyze the category and
keywords of ADRD online posts

Data-driven feedback to human experts

• IML based interactive process with rich
interactions
• maximize the strengths of both human
experts and automatic algorithms
• Minimize human efforts

• Components:
• Component 1: Expert Analysis of ADRD
Caregivers’ Information Exchange
• Component 2: Automatic Exploration
(AE) of ADRD Caregivers’ Information
Behaviors

Machine
algorithms

Human experts
Modeling to train the machine

Clinical
knowledge
Figure 1. EMC Process
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Research Aims
• Aim 1: What ADRD-related information do caregivers exchange on social media?
• Aim 2: How an interactive learning system can be designed to enable the EMC process
• Aim 2: What roles can keyphrases extracted from online posts can play to help both
human experts and the machine learning system?
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Component 1: Expert
Analysis of ADRD Caregivers’
Information Exchange
• Goal: create an initial framework for
ADRD information exchange analysis
• Collecting Data: 823 posts from reddit
group of Alzheimer
• Health Information Wants framework
(HIW-ADRD) development:
• 7 Categories
• 176 keyphrases
• 200 manually annotated posts

Table 1. The HIW-ADRD 3.0 framework
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Component 2: Automatic
Exploration (AE) of ADRD
Caregivers’ Information Behaviors

IniHal Model Training

Keyphrases Tuning
Recommendation

• Goal: Improve the HIW-ADRD framework
• Tuning existing keyhrases
• Help human experts discover better keyphrases
• Improve the accuracy of model

• AE Process
• Initial Model training
• Interactive Learning loop

AE assisted
exploration and
feedback

Annotation
Recommendation

• Keyphrases tuning recommendation
• AE assisted exploration and feedback
• Annotation and stop recommendations

No
Stop?
Yes
End
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Figure 2. Automatic Exploration Process

Initial Model Training

Component 2.1: Initial Model training
Keyphrases Tuning
Recommendation

• Model
• Input: document representations of
keyphrases and their frequency
• Output: HIW-ADRD categories
• Initial training dataset: annotation from
result of Component 1

AE assisted
exploration and
feedback

Annotation
Recommendation

No
Stop?
Yes
End
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Figure 2. Automatic Exploration Process

Component 2.2: Keyphrases tuning
recommendation
• recommendation criteria:
• Mutual Information (MI) Score (normalized) between
keyphrases and category
• Importance(I) Score between keyphrases and model
• Keyphrase Frequency (KF) for keyphrases in posts
• 4 Keyphrases Tuning(KT)
• potentially good (PG): high MI, low I
• potentially bad (PB): high I, low MI
• low frequent(LF): too small KF
• New Keywords (NK): Not in the existing framework,
but has potentially high MI and enough KF

IniJal Model Training

Keyphrases Tuning
Recommendation

AE assisted
exploration and
feedback

Annotation
Recommendation

No
Stop?
Yes
End
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Figure 2. Automatic Exploration Process

Component 2.3: AE assisted exploration and
feedback

Initial Model Training

Keyphrases Tuning
Recommendation

AE assisted
exploration and
feedback

Annotation
Recommendation

No
Stop?
Yes
End
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Figure 3. Interactive Auto Exploration Interface (IAEI)

Figure 2. Automatic Exploration Process

Component 2.4: Annotation and
stop recommendations
• Annotation recommendation
• We rank the unannotated posts according to their
Aggregated MI(AMI) score
• Pick up top n(10 in our case) to let annotator do
more annotation

Initial Model Training

Keyphrases Tuning
Recommendation

AE assisted
exploration and
feedback

• Stop recommendation
• Accuracy of ML not increase
• normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG)
between the keyword’s MI score ranking
(descending) and the keyword I score ranking not
increase.

Annotation
Recommendation

No
Stop?
Yes
End
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Figure 5. Aggregated MI score formula

Figure 2. Automatic Exploration Process

Experiment Results
• Result
• IML improve the performance
• KT doesn’t always improve the
performance but with IML, it achieves best
performance
• Human experts annotated just 40 more
posts

• HIW-ADRD 3.1 framework
• discovered 7 better keyphrases to replace
the existing one
• removed 6 keyphrases
• reviewed 25 new keyphrases and include
15 of them

Table 3. model accuracy
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Usability Interview with Human Experts
• Strengths
• the visualization of keyphrase
recommendations and navigation
• The category distribution for search
• The highlight keyphrases in posts

• Weaknesses
• It takes time for domain experts to
understand MI and I score
• Some keyphrases recommendation is
bad because of word normalization

Takeaway messages:
•
•

Figure 3. Interactive Auto Exploration Interface (IAEI)
Interactive ML can be used to
enable expert machine collaboration
Keyphrases can be the focus of the interactions to enable the
collaboration
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Conclusions
▷

Keyphrases are short noun phrases to summarize and highlight
important information in a piece of text
•

▷

Keyphrases can provide unique contributions as computable
knowledge unit
•

▷

Different to and related to words and concepts

Only a few possible applications are presented, many more can be explored

Keyphrases can take in different roles in the text
•

Still open questions on how to identify and make use of their roles
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